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This paper consists,of two major sections, an address

on development planning in'developing nations and a discussion of the
issues raised in the address by the speaker and individuals from
several developing nations. The address was given by Dr. Thorkil
Kristensen, Secretary General of the OrganisatiOn for Economic
Cooperation and Developient and a former professor'of economics. In
his address, Dr. Kristensen examines the process of economic
development and discusses various steps developing nations can take
to speed their development. He suggests that developing nations must
attract both physical capital and knowledge to increase the
productivity of their land and labor force. Knowledge is more-
desirable than physical capital, .he argues, because it multiplies
faster and because a knowledgeable labor force tends to attract
phySical capital. Therefore, developing nations should- strive to
import as much knowledge as poSsible from more d'eyeloped countries
and should take steps to prevent a "brain-drain" caused by migration
of their own knowledgeable people to richer, more developed
countries. (JG)
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INTRODUCTION (Mr. Philip H. Coombs, Director, I.I.E.P.).

It is a great pleasure to welcomlll. Kristensen - Our near neighbour
and good friend - tothe Institute.

s-c-j
If he will not object, I shall tela you a little anecdote to illustrate

his interest in and his contribuVon to the economics of education. In the

summer of 1960, when economists were just getting interested in the economics
of education, there was a seminar on this subject at Bellagio, Italy, attended
by a number of economists and educators, including Dr. Kristensen. About the
third day, Just after Dr. Kristensen haddelivered an excellent statement
about the contribution which education makes to economic growth (citing exam-
ples in various countries), he received a call from Paris informing him that
he had just been elected Secretary-General of the Organization for Economic

'Co-operation here in Paris, which was shortly to broaden its membership and
become the OECD. The next morning, therefore, he had.to leave the seminar
prematurely for Paris, and, to comtemorate'the occasion, we had champagne at
the morning coffee break. Wetall knew from the experience of that seminar
that the OECD, headed-by Dr. Kristensen, would make important contributions
with respect to the economics of educatioATand educational planning, which it
proceeded to do.

s,Dr. Kristensen has a very diversified and distinguished, career. He
was Professor of Economics in Denmark, a member of the Danish Parliament and
Finance Minister, a member of the' Consultative Assembly of the Council of
Europe, and a member of the Danish Academy of Technical Sciences. Since 1960
he has been the Secretary-General of the OECD.

He is here today in his old role, not as head ofOECD, but as a pro-
fessor talking on a subject which interests him and all of us. The development
process around the world, as we know, has had many significant side effects,
one of them being the "brain drain." We are fortunate this afternoon in having
Dr. Kristensen give us his prospective on this problem.

At

0
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ADDRESS GIVEN BY DR: KRISTENSEN

.The subject I shall deal with has been discussed much in public recently,
but as far as I know it has not been studied very much in a systematic way and
even the facts about it are only known to a very limited extent. We know there

are movements of competent people across the frontiers and there is aseneral
feeling that quite a lot of this movement goes from poorer countries to richer
countries and could therefore oe harmful to the development of the former' coun-
tries.' As there are no really good statistics on the flows in both directions
and on the backflows we are at a very early stage of studying a very important
problem. This being so, my remarks will of course have to be to some extent
of a general charketerand 'I would like to see the problem of the biltin drain
as part and parcel of the general problem of,economic development.

I would therefore like to say at the beginning,a few words about the
. nature of development and the process of development as I see it. Development
is a very complicated process. In fact, it is a profound transformation pf
the whole of society, but, looked at from a purely quantitatively economic
point of view, it means of course simply growth of production: and therefore

development is measured normally by the annual growth of the Gross National
Product. -Production ,again depends of course on the availability of produc-
tive resourcl.s or factors of production. I shall distinguish between four
factors of i3roduction: land, labour, capital and knowledge. Any such grbu-
ping of the factors offproduction in categories is, of course, to some.extent
arbitrary. But I think the grouping I have indicated might be suitable for
our purpose.

Now land (by that I mean all the natural resources in the soil and below)
and labour are the original factorS of production. They exist even in the
most primitive societies. The more.a society develops, the more capital and
knowledge are added to land and labour. Therefore one could even say, in a
quantitative way, that the process of development consists in adding more and
more capital and knowledge per head of population. Talking about the brain
drain, I am of course particularly interested in the factor that I call know-
ledge and I shall therefore make a few remarks about this phenomenon as a
factor of production.

The first question is of course: is there any reason for distinguishing
knowledge from, say, capital? You sometimes can see knowledge described as a
sort of intellectual capital as distinct from physical capital in the form of
machinery, ships, buildings and so on. It is quite clear that there are some
similarities between physical capital and the factor that I call knowledge,
but there are also some differences. Let me first look 'at the similarities.
Both physical capital and knowledge are the results of human efforts. Land

and labour are just there as soon as you have a country with a population. But

it takes an effort to create capital-and to create knowledge. One could say
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that they are themselves a result of a production process and therefore
there are considerations regarding cost of production connected with both
physical capital and knowledge. In this way they are similar to one an-
other. They also resemble one another insofar as, the supply of both capital
and knowledge in a,country depends partly on home production and partly on
imports and exports; and, of course, the brain drain means either impor't
or export of knowledge. They are laso similar in that both physical capital
and knowledge increase the productivity of land and labour. One could say..
in a more general way that each of the four factors increases the productivity
of the three others. 'The more'cpaital yot., have the better use.you_can_Make_
of existing land and labour and even Of knowledge because, to a large extent,
the conditions for utilizing knowledge are that you have the physical capital
with which competent people can wdrkp - On the other hand, if you have in-

* creasing knowledge-the productivity of both land, labour and physical capital
will become higher. These are some of the similarities between physical
capital and knowledge.

But there are also differences and the most fundamental difference is
that knowledge is a quality in man, in human beings. Capital consists of
physical things, machines, ships, buildings and so on, but knowledge is a
qualitY.in human beings and cannot be separated from human beings. This,
-of course, is a very important thing because it has a number of consequences
that I shall deal with. It means, among other things/that imports and
exports of knowledge are very closely linked with migration of people which
.is not necessarily the case to the same extent with physical capital.

Another characteristic of knowledge as compared with physical capital
is that knowledge his, so to speak, two dimensions. If you were to make an
inventory of the knowledge existing in a country, it would consist of the
'number of facts known - multiplied by the number of people who know them.
This has again a very interesting oonsequence,concerning. what I would call
the production of knowledge. Production, too, has, if I may say so, two
dimensions or two'aspecta - or_goes in two *directions. You can-increase
the number of facts known (that is what happens when you are doing research
or gaining practical experience as a manager or a technician)., Or you can
increase the number of people who know certain facts. (That is what is done
in the process of education and information). If you want a sort of geo-
metrical description of the two dimensions, one could perhaps say that in-
creasing the number of facts through research and experience is a vertical
.extension of knowledge whereas the increase in the number of pedple who

1 knows certain facts is extending knowledge in the horizontal direction.

7
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There is this interesting fact about the horizontal extension of know-
ledge that, distinct from the other three factors of production, knowledge can
be extended by multiplication. If a man has a certain knOWledge andhe tells
it to one hundred other people,, the quantity of knowledge is thereby certainly

-multiplied by one hundred. No other factor of production can multiply that
easily and this is, if I may say so, 6ne of, the most encouraging aspects of
the production factor that we call knowledge: that it 'can multiply. Some
times it has an ingrown tendency to multiply. You can, of course, also make,
an effort to multiply it. This is, by the way, one of the main means of
-making developing countries profit from the-research and experience of more
developed societies. I think, in fact, the tendency of knowledge to spread
and the efforts made to make knowledge spread is the most imp6rtant.aspeet
of deVelopment and is the strongest factor that, in the longer run, will work
towarditsome equalization of economic levels throughout the world, so much .

more so as knowledge, to a large extent, has the capacity of attracting capital.

Capital can be.attracted to developing countries because there may be
undeveloped natural resources, as in the oil countries and other countries
where there are mineral resources. It can also be attracted by cheap labour,
but only if the labour force.(especially the upper grades of it) and the
leaders of the country have sufficient knowledge and experience to make it
worthwhile trying to establish industries by investments from the richer coun-
tries. I therefore( think, since it is likely that wage levels will remain
low for many years to come in the developing countries compared with the de-
.veloped, countries, that an increasing quantity of knowledge will rapidly be
able to increase the attractive force of developing countries (this is to
attract the capital from the richer countries). This, I think, is one of4
the things one should have in mind in making development plans.

Now since my subject is the brain drain and development planning, let
me-say a few words about development planning, having of course,the-factor
knowledge particularly in view. Whit are we doing when weare setting up
a development plan? I think we are doing two things: (i) we are trying to
find out horl to get the best possible supply of factors of production; and
(ii) horPto get the best possible use of these factors of production. Now
these two questions ean of course not be separated from-one another because,
if yoU want to know what would be the best possible supply of factors of pro-
duction, you must have some ideas about what you would use these factors of
production for if you had them. Therefore what a planner does, in fact, is
to consider both what possibilities he has for getting through the planning
period such and such quantities of such and such factors, of production and
what uses could ,be made of various combinations of factors of production.

3
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There is a certain choice in both respects. A country can acquire -'

more physical capital of various kinds.and less knowledge,- or the other way
' around - when it considers whet to use its own foreign exchange for and weat

to ask for in the field or development aid. -*It can, of course; use various
combinations of capital and knowledge for various productive purpoSes. ,S0,

in fact, these are the two questions a development planner must have in mind.
And since we are concerning ourselves with the knowledge factor.the question

' is, of course, mainly what are the considerations concerning the possibilities
of acquiring more knoWledge, in what forms could it be acquired &nd what would
it be used for - if we had it.

)

NOw this supply of knowledge -.as well as of any other factor of pro-
;duction - can roughly speaking te said to depend partly on what I would call
the forces of-the 'market and,partly,on deliberate government policies. I %

should look first at the for6eS of the market and their influence on the supply
of knowledge. The forces of the market; normally callja der;and and supply,,
of course in fact mean demand and the possibilities of meeting these demands,

4 either by the resources of the country itself or by imports. . Concerning the

production of knowledge, meeting the demand for ,knowledge by the resources of
the country itself, there is of courser4a wide* disparity'between the richer $

and the poorer countries. The richer countries, because they have had along
experience and development behind them, are much more richly endowed with all
the resources necessary for the. production of knowledge.

Imports and exports are,'-to a large extent of course, guidad by demand.
As long as we talk,

can,

the forces of the market and do not consider govern-

ment policies we an, in a general way; say that those factors of OroductiOn
that are able to move are inclined to move toward-the arias,wherathey command
the highest price. And this Of course leads to competition between countries
in attracting capital and knowledge - 'knowledge in particular - and of course
in particular the competition between industrial countries, on the one hand,
and deVeloping countries on the other.

Now if we go back-to the four factors of production that I have men-

. tioned, it is evident that, in the developing countries, there is a much more
evident shortage of both.capital and knowledge. than in the rich countries.
Therefore one would, at first hand, expect that capital and knowledge would
also command a higher.pricS'in developing countries. and therefore be atttacted
to these countries.. ".This does happen to some extent. It happens more auto-

matically in the case of capital than in the case of,knowledge and it has to
#o with the fact that I have already mentioned, naTly'that capital consists
of physical things, but knowledge is a quality In human beings and movement of

knowledge istherefore closely linked to movement of human beings.

3
0
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When I said that one would expect capital and knowledge to command a
relatively high pripe in deVeloping countries because they are so short in,
these countries - short in comparison with the supply of landlind labour -
this actually is true normally of the price of capital (i.e. the rate of
interest). In a normal economic situation, the rate of interest is higher
in developing countries than it is in the industrialized, high income coun-
tries. And this of aourie is one of the factors that actually makes capital
move to some extent towards the developing-countries. It.must be added, of
course, that when you talk.about the price, you should add an element of that
price, namely, the element of security. IfWe.say that .the. interest I can
expect on my capital is seven or eight per cent, we must normally add that
this is what I hoped for, but something could happen that might make it im-
possible to get what I had expected. And there one can shy that, though the.
price of-capital is normally higher in developing countries than in industrial
countries, security on the whole is at a lower level and this is one of the
reasons why capital does not flow in larger amounts to the developing countries
than it actually does. It even leads to some capital movement in the opposite
direction. It is well known that rich people in developing countries some"-
times send their capital to New York or to banks in Switzerland because they
"ink that there is more security there than at home. 42,

Now concerning the' knowledge factor*, one would expect. as I said, that
. ' the price would be higher in developing countries because, if capital is short

ins, these countries, so is knowledge and sometimes knowledge even more than capi-
. 'tel. On the other hand the factor of security, of course, also has some im-

portance for the movement of knowledge, that is the movement of knowledgeable
people. It probably means less on the whole than in the case or the capital
factor, but it is difficult to tell. However the price that knowledge can
command is a more complicated thing than the price of capital which is simply

.r, the rate: of interest or the rate- of profit yoti can expect.

The remuneration of knowledge in the form of remuneration of human
beings' real knowledge cannot be measured simply by the income you can obtain.
It must also 'measured by something that.I would call the environment. If

I have a certekn income, this is not a full description of my conditions of
life. I might be happier with a slightly smaller income in country B than
with a somewhat higher income in country A if the environment is more agreeable
to inc for various reasons in country B than in country A. We must therefore,
when we consider the fdices orthe market concerning knowledge, look separttely
at the price in itself (that is the income level one can expect) and at the
environment.

0
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Now concerning the income level - we would, as I sai4,, expect that know-.

ledgeable people would command a, high price. However, there you meet a funda-
mental difficulty which is this: the general income level in a developing
country is, as we all know, much lower than in the'industrial countries. If

experts' or knowledgeable people are to command a higher price it means that
they must have a much higher income than ordinary people in the country in ques-

t tion..

Here we have one of the difficulties which I-shall illustrate by a few
figures that I have taken from'a paper that'Sir Arthur Lewis, submitted to an ,
0.E.C.D. conference in Washington seven years ago. According to his figures,..
if you put the average income level for the population as A whole at 1, in the
United States a primary school teacher would have an income of 1 1/2 but in
Jamaica of 3 (that is three times the average revel of income) and in Nigeria
7 times the-average income. If you look at a secondary school teacher, his
income would'(in the'United States) be,twice the average income, in Jamaica
12 times, and in Nigeria 30 times. This reflects the fact that high quality
manpower is much more mobile than <ordinary manpower. Highly qualified people
can move from the United States to Jamaica or to Nigeria, or to any'other
country, fairly easily (also the other way round, by the way). Ordinary
people cannot move to the.same extent. , This means that the world market for
highly qualified people is becoming more of a reality than it has been before
because of the high mobility of highly qualified,manpower. This again means
that if a developing country wants to attract or to maintain highly qualified
people, it must offer them an income that is many times higher than 'the ave-
rage income level of the country (which of course is psychologically and
politically a difficult thing to do). Here we have one of the sources of
the brain drain.

But there is another reason, that has to do with the environment. People
with fairly good incomes, especially if they know about conditions of life
and conditions of work in the rich countries, are accustomed not only to have
a good income but also to Ave good possibilities for spending it. They are
accustomed to having good possibilities for having their children in good
schools, for having good hospitals in the neighbourhood, for having good and
interesting working possibilities, for having good scientific institutes, if
they are resea'ch workers, and so on. And it is no doUbt one of the factors
that makes scientists, engineers and technicians move to richer countries .

since there they can easily get access to a.good hospital if they are ill,-
they can easily get good schools for their children, they can get good working
conditions in scientific institutes and so-on and so forth. This is impor-
tant. I have seen in a paper (from your Institute, by the way) that there
seems to be a higher tendency fpr privately financed students who go from
developing countries to study 2n richer countries, to stay in these countries,
than there is for publicly financed students. This is of course because

4 1
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privately financed students-normally go because they belong to a reasonably
rich family and because they are accustomed to the kind of considerations that
you would have_in a ric1 family. Those whO are publicly financed normally go
because they are attracted by. the perspectives of the development plans of
their country. rshall come back to this later on. So much for the forces
of the market for capital and for knowledge.

But before I leave the forces of-the market, I must say a few words
about one element-in the economy where the- movement of Capital and ofknow-
ledge belongs` to the same process: I 11M thinking of private foreign st-

ment. a European or American firiasets up a subsidiary factory in a
developing country, this means the movement of capital, but it also means the
movement of knovledge because the firm will have to send a number of technicians,
managers, and so on to runtthe factory. It will normally also mean a ,certhin
production of knoWledge in the developing country itself, because the firm in .

question will normally set'up some training activity and maybe even some re-
search activity in the developing country where it has a subsidiary. So'it,

means not only a movement of knowledge with the movement of capital. It means,

also, increasing possibilities for prodUAion of knowledge in the developing
country,AtSeif. This is a particularly important. aspect of fdreigq private
investment and it has been estimated that the number of scientists and engi-
neers and technicians that have come to developing countries through foreign
prAiate investment is not much smaller than the number that has come through
purchase by the, developing country itself, through technical and other foreign
aid. So it is a very important, thing.

And that brings me to my last subject: policies designed to influence
the flow of knowledge.. What should be the policies of a developing country?.
The first thing'I would say-is-that-yOU should as,ier as possible make the.
forces 'of the market- your allies and not,. your enemies. Theforces of the mar-
ket are your allies when they lead foreign firma to invest in your country.
Then they bring capital and knowledgeat the same time. The forces of the mar-

ket are your allies when the r,perspectives of the development planning of you
country make the immigration to your country of competent people attractive
and interesting. They are your enemies if the environment and the incomes
that competent people can expeCt are better in other countries than'in yours.
The first thing I would sarthereforeis that I think, from the point of view
of acquiring knowledge, it is very important to encourage foreign private in-
vestment. As.I said, the rate of interest, or the rate.of profit will often
be high in developing countries. What makes foreign firms hesitate is often
the feeling that'there is not sufficient security. It will normally be a

good policy to make that security as good as possible.

4 1r
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Concerning the more independent movement of people,, it is, of course, a.
-difficulty, as I said, that they must have much higher incomes than ordinary
people in the country. Sometimes, if you get experts from abroad, you can
tet the country that supplies the expert eithersto pay their whole salary or
to pay-part of it so that you needsnotalter your whole .budget (pay them such
a spectacular salary compared with the average income,of the country).

But I think that, concerning the possibility for, attracting people, much
attention should be given to the other element in 'their remuneration and that -

is what I call the environment. It is a very important thing to,'make the en-
vironment as attractive as 1-91.1 can. Now, it is of course not easy. in a de-
veloping country to make the environment as inieresting,as it can be in various
.respects'in Paris,, in New York%or in London. However, you can often do it
in Some specific fields, and especially in some specific centres of the country..
If, in your development planning, you-find that you particularly need experts
in a specific field, it will be a good thing if you can at least provide a
goOd environment for them. It-means, for example, having & university or a.
Tesearch-institute where they can do the kind of work they are accustomed to
do. Means. 'showing them that:. according -to your development plan; there
will be increasing possibilities for that kind of'research, and there,will be
increasing need for that kind of research. I use again the word uperspeCtiveS"
because, if you can show-people wh6 are highly Competent research- workers and
so,on,--that there are wider perspectives in the efforts they might do in your-.
oountrY, I think 'they will often accept that the environment in variOusther
respedts'is less perfect.than it would be in Paris or_New...York..

Then .there is one thing more I would-in partiCular stress and that is
what I knOwthis institute is in the habit of calling non-formal education.
I think it is particularly important that, in a developing country., yoahave
the facilities for giving Vocational training for those scientist§vengineers

.and technicians at various levels, that scan work on agriculture and on various
otherfactical things that are of the highest priority for the next few, years.
'Ahd you there "have the advantage that these forms of education must, .by
nition, be oriented towards the praCtical problems of the country in question.
There are, therefore, many, advantages in establishing such educational insti-

. tutes in the country itself. In higher physics or mathematics the developing'
country cannot compete with France and still less With the United States;. but
it can in a-number of fields, for-example engage in research in agriculture
and similar things where the research activity is directly'oriented towards
the-practical problems_of the country in question.and that is-one of the things
that can make it attractive and interesting to work in a developing country.

13
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Then, of course, it should be Tart of the policy of a developing coun-
try when it negotiates with industrial,00untries and with international agencies
on development aid programmes to get such technical assistance as is really

is
needed. Sometimes technical assistance and other assistance depends too much
on the supply on the donor's side and too little on the needs of the recipient.
It is very important that the recipient, in his formulation of a development

,plan,.should find. out what really are the needs.,

This brings me to my very last point and that la that I must again come,.
badk to the word "perspectives." I think the developing countries will be
facing many difficulties in the near future because of rapid population gropth-
and because of rapidly in:Teasing indebtedness' and so on. Let me be frank
and say it is partly bectuthe of a not too brilliant performance of the donor
countries.concerning development aid. I do. believe, however, that the long

term perspectives of developing countries are more promising than it is often
supposed. This, of course, is on the assumption that the difficulties in the.
next one, two or three decades do not hamper *further growth too much. I think,

in fact, we are facing a period of particular importance. If,I think there'are
wider possibilities in the longer run than it is often thought, it is exactly
because I think the knOwledge factor, by virtue of its capacity to multiply, is
able to spread over the.world. It will spread to' a large extent by the forces

'ofthe market. ' It can be made to spread even. more by appropriate policies.
NoW, you must have needs of tomorrow in view. You should at the same time

i not forget the longterm possibilities. How can we combine these two things in
/ development planning? How.can we maintain the wider perspectives of the longer

term future while looking at thenargent-needs-of-the -immediatefuture2

TiA'S brings me to:the question: 14 it-.agriculture or industry you should

focus on? I.think it.is.agriculture tomorrow, but it is industry in the longer
run. Its is agriculture in the near future because of the increasing food im-
ports by many developing countries. But it,is industry in thelOnger run be-
cause it is, industry that has made the industrial countries rich and it is by
industrialization that the developing countries can become, in their turn, in-
dustrial countries and therefore richer countries. Now you can combine these

two things. Let us focus our attention on those activities supporting agri-
culture that are of an industrial' nature, For what does it mean to help agri-

culture? It means fertilizers, it' means irrigation, it means machinery and
implements for irrigation, it means better tools for tilling the soil, it means
pesticides, it means store houses, transport facilities and so on. Therefore,,

to a large extent the development of agriculture depends on the development of

what is often called the agro-allied industries. Therefore you can serve the

immediate need of agriculture and the future needs of an industrial development
at the same time in focusing attention on agro-allied industries. Furthermore,

since agriculture in developing countries is to a large extent a seasonal acti-
vity, there will be an idle labour force for long periods-of the year. One

of the things that.has made Japanese deVelOpment so successful is that village
industries have pi/tied a large role .in:the development of Japan. If you can

4
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establish light indUstries in the villagesyou can utilize the labour force
that is not fully utilized in agriculture and there again you have a begin-
ning of industrial development. If, you can, in your development plan, show
that these are the perspectives, that you are looking at the needs of the
immediate future, that at the same time and by the very efforts you are ma-
king in view of tomorrow's needs, you are also looking at the longer term

- perspectives, then I think you will help create the environment that will be
attractive for the rapidly indreasing=number of competent peOple, both in
developing and developed countries, who think that the process of develop-
ment is a very difficult thing, but one of the most fascinating tasks that
exist. Thank you.

Mr. Coombs

Thank you very much, Dr. Kristensen.

Starting with the title of the.brain drain, you have covered anenor-
mous range of fascinating problems, very lucidly. I hope that you will have
a little time now to engage in our customary dialogue'that follows these pre-
sentations.-

One of the points which you-did not touch directly upon in explaining
the international flows of 'knowledge-incorporated in human beings, was the
Problem of job opportunities per se. It appears that a number of the develo-
ping countries are running into a situation where they have succeeded in ex-
panding the output of educated personnel, including high level personnel in
certain skilled areas, but their economy, for various reasons, is unable to.
absorb this increased-output of manpower rapidly. enough. Thus, apparent
"surpluses" of educated-manpower begin to show up, first, at the primary school
leaVer level, then later at the secondary level and finally at the university
level. Initially arts and law graduates come into relative abundance, but
ultimately, if one takes the case of India today, even engineers (who have
been thought to be thescarcest category of all) appear to have trouble fin -
ding 'jobs. Do you halie any advice to educational planners on what might be
done to bring the Output of education and the absorbability of the economy
into balance? One suspects that the absence of appropriate job opportunities
in some developing countries may foster the brain drain more than, the differen-
ces in salariesyoumentioned. my impression As that a man will frequently
prefer'to go baCk to his own country with his newly acquired skill, even at a
much lower salary if there is an appropriate job. for him. But without such
a job available, it is difficult to get him home.
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Dr. Kristensen,

Well, I think if his job isn't there, it means that the man's education
has not been in conformity with the country's needs and this, of course, means
that it is a very difficult, but very important thing to find out what the
needs.are. The needs may not be so much for engineers as for,.say, middle
level technicians. It may not be so much for scientists as for middle level
assistants, for res4azch woricrs or for extension-workers in the villages,
Now it is not easy to tall what the needs will be in tenor fifteen years'
time. But hard work on this can help us at least to get a somewhat clearer
picture than you would have if your thinking stops at: "the rich countries
have higher schools, higher education and so on; we must have the same thing."
I think one of the difficulties is that both parents and their children, for
reasons of prestige, for reasons of what is agreeable, often look at the kinds
of education that would be a natural thing in a rich country, but which are
not the first priority in a developing country. It is psychologically a
very difficult thing for a government to say: "secondary education and higher
education in a general way are not our first priorities for the near future."
Even to some extent, one could say: "full carrying through of primary edu-
cation is not our first priority." Our first priority might be some adult
education-of an informal nature in various fields - that is educating for

URcit exist. o_ 0 _ cate,, the jobs .may not be
there. >

Mr: Coo Mbso,

May I follow that up with a further question? What you have said in
essence, is that the educational system is turning out the wrong mix of people
to fit the economic requirements, and certainly there is abundant evidence of
imbalances in the composition of the educated personnel coming on to the mar-.
ket, But it would seem that there is another factor - that; even if an edu-
cational system W@re to adjust its output mix of manpoweto fit what the man-
power"pltnners say the economy's growth requires, they may still not have jobs.
One reason. is that the,theoretical manpower needs, as estimated by manpower
projectors, may not coincideet all well with the actual employment market
demand. In short, the market demand in these countries is not necessarily
a'good indicator of the real needs of the-country in terms of how manpower
should be allocated for optimum development. We are dealing here with highly
imperfect markets where actual wages and salaries are not good reflectors of'
relative productivity, and where, to use your term the incentive structure
itself, is your worst enemy. This structure of incentives may tend to allo-
cate manpower precisely the wrong way so far as-development needs are concerned.
Thus, to get to the root of the difficulty, it is necessary to correct not only
the pattern of educational output but also the pattern of the incentives in the
market place. Is it not therefore, a problem not only for the educational
p).anrers but for the economic and manpower planners?
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Dr. Kristensen

Let me say that in the case you are detcribing the system.of incentives

must be wrong. Then you have either to do something to change the incentives
or you have to uses well "force" is a strong word, but to use other means of

moving people and other resources than simply the factors of the market. This

can of course be done to some extent. What I said about the environment was
of course, in fact, something that had to deal with a system of incentives.
Now this may be vfairly easy thing to do for a small number of research
workers in a specific field. It can, of course, to some extent, be done
also in a wider field. We must take the market as it is or we must change

the market mechanism. And therefore I think, to a-large extent, it Is a

question ,off'- having the right system of incentives.

May I once more come back to the word-"perspectives" ? I wonder whether,

on the whole, it is known to the population and even the more educated part

of the population of,a developing country what the'perspectives Of the country

in 9uestion are. What can be expected to happen over the next ten, twenty

or thirty' ytars in that country ? Do people know that ? I doubt it. And

I. think it is part of a planning process-to Makethe picture alive for the

population, to show what the perspectives are and by that means influence
the system of incentives. That, of course, is a very incomplete explana-

o , btit-T-thinkthat,,as_1ongivenotedone that, yOu cannot really

say that you are turning out the right people because
not there to make, use of the people you are turning out, then they are not

the right people. They would be the right-people if the system ofincen-
tives was, the right system. But either you have to change the system of

incentives or you have to change the mix of educational production.

Mr. Tinkorang (GHANA)

Concerning incentives for the future, Tr. Kristensen said that, in

his view, it will be agriculture tomorrow and industry in the lgng run. Now

from what we know at the moment, the agricultural products from developing

countries have not been commanding,sks high a price as they used tocdd and

it is because of this that many of the,developing Countries are becoming more

and more indebted'to the advanced 'Countries. Now,' if this trend continues, it

follows that the amount of money they are likely-to get from the sale of

agricultural products will grow_smaller and smaller, and that consequently,

the developing countries will be unable even to maintain their educational

services; this, of course, would affect the general, eyelopment of the country.

Now, if this is the case, is there any possibility of any of these developing

countries embarking on any lirge scale industrializaticin:programme since money
required for such purposes is likely to be extremely scarce, and, since the

prices of schodls provided by the advanced countries continue to rise, whilst

uTe price of agricultural products from the developing' countries continues to

fill ? 7
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Dr. Kristensen

That `s a good question.

I think the situation you are describing is typical of some developing
countries, including, of course, your own, but I don't think it is typtcal'of
the majority of developing countries and especially not of the majority of
people who live in the developing countries. If you think of countries like
India, Pakistan, United Arab Republic, Brazil, and So on, they are more and
more becoming importers of food (i.e. of agricultural products) because their
own production is. too-small. Now, of course, a,number of developing coun-
tries such as Ghana, and other cocoa-producing countries (also a few sugar
producers) hiive the difficulties you describe. There, I think, a large
scale industrialization is probably not possible, but it has become urgent.
to have some diversification and to begin industrialization now. In the
large food-importing countries I think more can be: done to develop agricul-'
tural production and there, in fact,.prices have been rising in the last
few years. For example, food prices in India have been rising fast; the

same is true in other food importing countries. Of course, to a large
extent, I had in mind the largest countries (those with the greatest popu-
lation), but if a country is dependent on one of those agricultural products
(or raw materials, for-that matter) for which the market is weak, then di-
versification is, of course, an urgent need that needs capitalfrpm outside,
from the World Bank and donor countrieS: .

Mr. El Sanousi ,(SUDAN)

I simply wish to ask a question concerning "agriculture first, and
then industry for the future." Coming back to the first part of the lecture,
it seems to me that it is the natural resources in the country that define.
the order of priorities. In a country like Saudi Arabia, for example, there !
is no chance for agriculture there, but there are now opportunities for mining
and petroleum industries and perhaps further dependent industries. So it

is not definite that we should focus first on agriculture and then think
"tomorrow for industry". It is the natural resources that are in the coun-
try which define what action is'to be taken.

Dr. Kristensen

Yes, It would, of course, agree with.that. Now Saudi Arabia is fortu'7,-

nate in having enough foreign exchange for developing its natural resources
and, of bourse, also for establishing industry. In the case of the Sudan,

I' suppose, that is.A more complicated story. But if you have natural resources
that could be developed, that should be sufficient to attract capital from the
rich countries, of course.

'113
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Now it is, of course, clear that the development pattern will be
different in the individual countries. I think, nevertheless, there are
some possibilities for agriculture in all countries: they may be small

in some; bigger in others. If I say that in the near future something
should be done-about this, it is-not only because of the food-needs of
some countries. It is also because, in the field' of industry, you can
profit more from the foreign investment that I talked about than you can
in thG field of agriculture.6 In agriculture, you mostly have small farm
holdings and.it is a difficult process to bring modern techniques to the
many small farmers spread around in the country. Therefore I think -the

public.authorities in most countries have to do more to help agriculture
than to help industry because, ih the field of industry, you can rely to
a large extent on resources coming automatically from abroad.

Mr. Coombs

Might I, in this connexion, turn once again to the question of the
planning opportunities?

It is fine for a country such as Saudi Arabia or Libya, that is
blessed with oil under its soil, to have a good foreign exchange position.
But even lf the country succeeds' in developing petrochemical industries,
which will build and diversify its economy, the problem still remains
that those modern industries do not create many jabs. They are capital -

and not labour -*intensive industries. What is to become of the-rest
of the people who are not, lucky enough to get oneof these industrial jobs?
Some eighty-per cent or morn of them are located in rural areas. They

need jobs. They have a life to lead. If the country has good soil con-
ditions, it may not necessarily be food that they should produce; this

depends upon the situation. -Perhaps, for example, they should produce
cotton as a base for-a textile industry or some other agricultural pro-
duct tied to a processing industry.: In any event - and I should like Dr.
Kristensen's reaction to this proposition - the object of economic policy
a -planning should not be merely to make the statistics of gross national
roduct move upward. An equally important objective must be to create

those kinds of economic activities that will giVe all of the employable
people in the country a-chance of .employment. Sometimes it may be neces"-

sary to compromise these two objectives somewhat, at least in the shorter
run.

eo
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Dr. Kristensen

That of course is true: When I talked about village industries, I
.was, in fact, thinking of creating jobs for people who are not fully emp-
loyed where they are. I-think, to a large extent, developing countries
should, in the near future, concentrate on labour-intensive industries. It

so happens that I found on my table a study by Hal Lary on the exports of
developing countries of labour intensive manufactured products. (1)
(I think it would interest this Institute. We co-operated, in the 0.E.C.D.,,
with Mr. Lary when he was making his study). It is an interesting fact,
that, whereaS, in general, exports of developing countries have expanded
in a disappointing way, their exports of manufactured products, and in
particular of labour-intensive manufactured products, have been-growing
relatively faSt". They have beeri vOwing faster than,the exports of in7,.
dustrIal countries of the same products. And they are gaining an inc-
reasing part of the market in the rich countries. This will-be even more
so 3f we have a preferential system for their exports as we might have in
some years-_time. But I think it is, to a large extent, that kind of
industry one should concentrate on. If I had had more time, I would. in
my lecture, have taiked,about trying to find out what are appropriate
techniques for industry Yri A-country where there is an ample and cheap,
labour force. For we should, of course, not have the same techniques in
the United States (where the average earnings per hour are very-high) as
in a developing country (where they are very low) -. The question of ap-
propriate techniques and appropriate product mixes for industry in a de-
veloping country has to my mind not been studied,as it, should have teen_
Studied. Lary studies part of, but'much more-should be done.

Mr,,Yusuf .(SOMASIA;

.

At the moment the content of education in developing countries is
Often very much the same as that of highly industrializpd nations. But a
technician, for example, in an Africanieountry often has a much simpler job
than his counterpart in, say, the United States. Thus, if training courses
were shortened in developing countries and made more suitable to the Actual
needs of-such countries, this would surely-act as a brake on people wishing
to move from one country to another.

1?

(I) Hal B. Lary, Imports of Manufactures from Less Developed Countries,
New York, London, Columbia University Press, 1968, 286 p. (National Bureau
of Economic Research Publication). "0
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Dr. Kristensen

Yes, I would think so. Training should be.adjusted to the jobs ,

there-will be in the countries. There Will, of course, always be a number
of people who can afford to get a different kind of education by going to
the richer countries and those you will probably lose anyway. This is a

fact one has to accept for. some time to come. As long as there_are rich
countries, or rich people'in the poor countries, this will happen. You
might tax some, of their income away and that might counteract such a ten-
dency. But I think it is a general fact tliat"those who can study on their
own account (paid for by their parents) will leave'anyway, unless you can
provide some very interesting jobs for them. This-you can only do for
a few high-level people. But I wou30 think education in a developing
country should, to a large extent, be directed towards these more modest
Jobs that are urgently needed and where education takes a shorter time.

Mr. Paiz:Oliva (GUATEMALA)

May I make two brief comments?

There can be political reasons behind the brain drain of highly quali-
fied manpower. In the case of Argentina a few years ago, some university
profepsorp had to leave their teaching posts and their country because the
new Government was against their way of thinking: 0

I-am also worried about the ever increasing economic gap between the
industrialized countries and the developing countries. Will the poorer,

develbping countries ever patch up with the richer, advanced countries? T

am sceptical.

Dr. Kristensen

When I'talked about security for both capital and persons, I was of
course"to a large extent talking about political stability. There can be
no 4bubt that political stability is one of the most important conditions
for attracting capital and persons and for laying the foundations for solid
economic expansion.

Now concerhing the gap between the .rich and, he poor countries, it is

true that, in a general way, it is widening-,now. But it is not so in all
cases andiI;think, if you could distinguish between not two, but three cate-
gories of countries (the, developed countries', the developing countries and
those who are in the grey'zbhe -between them, those who are developing, but
approaching the status of developed countries), you will find that it is

, this medium category that, is growing fastest. For example, the countries
in the b.E.C.D. that have had the''fastest.economic growth in recent years
have been Japan (recently a developing country), Spain, Greece, Portugal and
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Turkey. They are growing faster than the United States, France, Germany
and Britain. Other countries in the same category are,. for example,
Mexico, Taiwan, and a few others. This means that, when a developing
country has reached a certain stage in its development, it begins to reap
the fruits of the effr.rts made at the earlier stages. Some of you will

' have heard. of the theory of Professor Rostow of the so-called"take off"
into self - sustained growth. -I think he is over-simplifying things a bit,
but there is something in it.. if you put a boy or girl into a primary
school this doesn't give you any increase in production for many years
to come. 'But it may d-..) in ten or tWenty or thirty years. And a number

of other.things are donein the developing countries now which do not
have much importance for their growth in the immediate future, but which
are laying the foundations for growth later on. And my concern is that
the indebtedness and the Population growth in the next one or two decades
will create so many diffidulties that it takes a long time before countries
really can begin to have the results of what they have been doing. There-

fore I would hope that the richer countries could make an increased effort.
in the,near future because I think a lot of things are being done -Which
can eventually give the developing countries a higher growth rate tham-
the rich countries. It is .nteresting to.know that the growth rate per
capita in European countries is normally higher than in the United States,
that is to say, in spite of the famous technological gap, the income gap
between the United States and Europe is for the time being narrowing
and Europe-is under-developed compared with the United Stites.

Mr. Vivas Dorado (COLUMBIA)

What are the developing countries going to do during the-crttical
.period of twenty years or so before there is any. increase in production?
How are they going to solve their difficulties?

Dr; Kristensen

e ,

If,I understood the question correctly, it was that difficulties.are
coming up now after a period during which there has been relatively satis-
factory development,-but this, of eburse, is something that haPpens,in a

number of countries. It can happen, for example, becauie of increasing

indebtedness; it can happen. because of a too rapid population growth. It

can also happen .that because sometimes the easiest things are done first,

you get some quick results there. When you come to more complicated things,

there would bedifficulties. This is why I think Rostow's theory is over

,simplified. You cannot simply say that .growth goes slowly for a long time,
then suddenly it takes off and you become a developed country. It is more

complex than that. We have seen in a country like Argentina that there
was rapid growth during a.period many years ago; then there was near stag-

nation for a long time. You've seen the same in Turkey. But now Turkey

has a second period of rapid growth because more appropriate policies are
applied. It is, of course, easy to say that. It is riot easy to make avail

f7,64r)
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of it, but it is true-that there is an immense intellectual capital of know--
ledge available in the world 7.a large number of important facts are knciwn.
They are not known to_enough people, I think they are bound to be known to

more through education and through information and therefore I'think the,

possibilities are there. It takes patience: It is not easy to be patient

if you are pobr and if you know that other people are rich. But I think the

experience of a number of countries that I have mentioned nevertheless shows'
that there are possibilities for narrowing gaps.

Mr. El Sanousi (SUDAN)

The subject of the brain drain hgs been dwelt upon by public opinion

1, and in written material in many countries. fri.a small way my own country

is suffering from since the neighbouring countries recently discovered
oil. Most of our educatea people, especially the teachers, are being not

only taken from the country when we need theM - on the basis of cultural

agreements but also teing given very inviting terms of service and remurie-

. nation. I should appreciate the lecturer's' opinion on the brain drain pro-

blem all over the world. What data is now available and is any solution to

the problem iri sight?

Dr. Kristensen

Well, I have of course, tried to give some elements of answers
.

in my

lecture,. It is a very complicated story and I do not think you can imme-

diately turn the brain drain into a brain gain. We Must accept the fact

that, for a number of years to come, the brain drain will be an important

thing. The kind of thing to do is, of course, to provide the co'hditions,

the environment for at least a few competerit people and then to sh(Mthem
what the perspectives of your country are. I read in the first issue of

a new F.A.O. publication (called, I think, "F.A.O. Review") a story of an

Indian Scientist; a physicist who returns to India because'he thinks there

is interesting work to do. You cannot get mitny- people returning to the

Sudan immediately, but I think, if there is a development of oil and other

resources, if you can devote some of your feW resources and other things to-

creating the environment for a few of the people- youmeed, it will have some

influence over the years.

Mr. Perez (MEXICO)-

Thisgreat flow of educated people, I think, shows us a great de-

ficiency in our educational systems. Such, people are very efficient in

multiplying knowledge, but sometimes they .are not very efficient in multi-

plying a very important social value, that is to say,-social responsibility.

Is the principal cause of this brain drain a lack of social responsibility

on the part of the educated people, a lack of positive attitude when faced

with problems of the country? If it is, what can educational systems do

to correct this situation ?'

f
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Dr. Kristensen

I think the
responsibility.
and stay there, it
there and they do
What you can do to
difficult question
can have'hn effect
and the dangers of
ponsibility. I t
story.

ft

V

brain drain is, to some extent, due to lack of social
If rich men's sons go to universities in the Unite,0 States
is, of cour,se, because they can get'better,cdnditions

not feel'very,respqnsible towards their own country.
strengthen that respOnsibility is, of, course, a very
1c answer. I:think education itself and good teachers

. I think again-that by pointing out the perspectives
the epuntry, you would'help increase this social res-

hink that's all I can say, but it's of course a long

o it


